Orbital sarcomas in retinoblastoma patients: recommendations for screening and treatment guidelines.
Retinoblastoma is the most common primary ocular malignancy in children. Although currently retinoblastoma has an excellent survival rate in developed countries, hereditary retinoblastoma survivors as well as those with a history of radiation therapy as children are at an increased risk for second primary tumors (SPTs), and specifically, for orbital sarcomas. Despite the known increased risk for SPTs in retinoblastoma survivors and the associated morbidity and mortality, no screening or treatment guidelines exist. Understanding of retinoblastoma tumorigenesis and genomic expression has expanded significantly, and treatment has evolved with a shift away from radiotherapy. Until the last two decades, however, radiation was the therapy of choice for patients with bilateral disease. Because both hereditary retinoblastoma and radiation are independent risk factors for the development of SPTs such as sarcomas and these SPTs are often fatal, appropriate surveillance for retinoblastoma survivors is crucial. As a result of the excellent survival rates for retinoblastoma patients, it is important to: recognize the risk of sarcoma, particularly in patients with hereditary retinoblastoma and/or prior radiation therapy; establish a screening protocol, such as the one proposed, to maximize early detection; and discuss and develop treatment guidelines for high-risk patients. Future directions of research for these patients will involve the development of molecularly targeted agents and the use of proton radiotherapy.